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The secret of getting
ahead is getting
started.

- Mark Twain -



During prototyping we use rapid prototyping practises to create

test pieces to refine the final product from a digital to tangible

product. Once the testing has be finalised and passed the

master set is created. From there moulding created and ready

to go into production.

The final stage we go through is manufacturing and production.

In this phasewemove forward into manufacturing a production

run of your toy.Wewill comewith a competitive rate based on

volumewhich in turn will decide the best material and route to

go into production with. Pricing is based on a project to project

basis and dependent on the needs of our client

Using concept art created by our team or supplied to us we

create a digital version of the concept. Using industry standard

tools the asset is designed in a way that can be used in multiple

pieces of media from press use to use in other CAD packages.

3D Design Production

We start by looking into each project and understanding the

wanted outcome our clients are looking for. This is normally

donewith a brief that we create together. We discuss a number

of things from size, aesthetics, complexity, colour, Packaging

design, etc.

CONCEPT CREATION

Prototyping

We are here to bring your
ideas, imagination and
creativity into the physical
world.

Atomic Studios started as an idea and was built on a
passion for great design and aesthetic. We use our
knowledge of shape language, colour theory, design
and manufacturing processes to bridge the gap
between what your mind and imagination sees and
the tangible. Our goal is to see your ideas become
reality that can create moments for people that they
will never forget.

Creativity born from

Passion

Contact Us:

info@atomicstudios.online

+44 (0)1908618200

+44 (0)7340660744


